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This invention relates to tabs selectively engageable 
with and to outstand beyond margins of sheet material 
for consequent exposure for convenient visual check of‘ 
indexing or identifying indicia carried thereby or applied‘ 
thereto, and has as an object to provide a novel and im 
proved form and construction of such tabs. 
A vfurther object of the invention is to provide selec 

tively-attachable index tabs conditioned for use as de 
sired in a form and arrangement of pronounced con 
venience and facility. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a novel‘ 

‘and improved construction and organization of index 
tabs especially adapted for e?icient use in the alphabetical 
indexing of directories, handbooks, ?le cards, and the 
like. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a novel 

and improved unit package supply of index tabs suscep 
tible of application and positioning for use without re~ 
course to extraneous facilities and supplies. 
A further object of the invention'is to provide a supply 

of tabs characterized by or receptive of indexing indicia‘ 
in the form of a continuous succession of separable, like,_ 
adhesively pressure sensitive units. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a sup 

ply of index tabs that is susceptible of economical pro 
duction in an almost in?nite variety of tab number and‘ 
sequence, individual tab size, and indexing characteristic. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a novel 

and improved method and technique applicable to the 
production of index tabs. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a novel 

and- improved method and technique economically ap 
plicable for the development of adhesively pressure sen 
sitive tab elements from commonly-available materials. 

With the foregoing and other objects in view, my in 
vention consists in the construction, arrangement, and 
operative combination of elements, and in the nature and 
sequential relation of method steps, as hereinafter set 
forth, pointed out in my claims, and illustrated‘ by the ac~ 
companying drawing, in which: 
FIGURE 1 is an isometric view of a unit‘ package sup 

ply of index tabs exemplifying the principles of the in 
vention as provided ready for practical use. 
FIGURE 2 is an isometric view, on a relatively enlarged 

scale, of a fragment of the supply shown in FIGURE 1 
as modi?ed within the contemplation of the invention. 
FIGURE 3 is a view similar to FIGURE 2 showing‘ a. 

single tab unit as separated‘ from the supply for individ 
ual use. 

FIGURE 4 is an isometric view of the single tab unit‘ 
according to FIGURE 3 as conditioned by a user vfor 
mounting in the desired use association. 
FIGURE 5 is an elevation of a portion of a card or 

sheet with the index tab of FIGURE 4 mounted for prac 
tical use thereon. ' 

Index tabs facilitative of‘reference‘to books, ?les, and 
the like, are well known and extensively in use in a variety 
of forms and constructions appropriate for selective, in 
dividual attachment to cards and sheets for exposure of 
identifying characteristics to view outwardly from the 
card‘ or sheet margin supporting the tab‘. The index tabs 
heretofore available have been less than satisfactory in 
meeting the many diverse problems incident to their'use, 
and the instant; invention is hence directed to the provi 
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sion of such tabs in novel and improved form of univer 
sal applicability, convenient utility, and enhanced prac 
ticality. 

In accordance with the principles of the invention, the 
improved tabs are formed on and developed from a suit 
able length 10‘ of thin, ?exible,‘ strip or tape material 
coated on one side with pressure sensitive adhesive which 
is protected against deterioration prior to ultimate use by 
winding the material in a tight coil with the uncoated 
surface exposed, or by temporarily sealing the coated ma 
terial under and against a coextensive cover of expendi 
ble type adapted to be stripped away and discarded prior 
to use of the coated material. Adhesively pressure sen 
sitive strips and tapes suitable for the production of index 
tabs within the concept and contemplation of the instant 
invention are widely available in an extensive range of 
widths and lengths and a considerable diversity of ma 
terial nature and properties. (Zommercial variations of 
pressure sensitive strips and tapes range from a rather 
heavy, opaque, fabric material through various weights 
of so-called plastic material, both opaque and transpar~ 
cut, to a very thin cellulosic, or. paper, material which may 
be either opaque or transparent, and while the invention 
is susceptible of practical development from any adhe 
sively pressure sensitive strip or tape material having one 
generally smooth, uncoatedl surface, considerations, of 
economy, practicality, and convenience distinguish as. 
preferable for practice of the invention a transparent, plasr 
tic tape or strip of medium to lightweight conventionally 
available in roll or coil form. 

Utilizing conventional transparent, plastic, pressure 
sensitive tape in the preferred form typi?ed by the roll 
or coil 11, production of the index tabs of the invention 
is initiated by establishing on the uncoated surface of the 
tape length 10 a uniformly-spaced succession of like,. 
rectangular, opaque areas 12. The opaque areas 12 span 
the width of the tape length 10 and are alike dimensioned 
longitudinally of the tape to an extent twice that desired‘ 
for projection of the mounted tab outwardly from‘ the. 
margin of an associaed card or sheet 13, as in FIGURE. 
5, and said areas may be imprinted directly upon the tape 
surface by means of known appropriate inks applied there-r 
to as the length is unwound from theroll or coil 11 and 
passed through apparatus conventionally employed for 
such printing operations, or said areas may be otherwise 

7 constituted and developed upon the tape length, as by‘ 
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means of opaque overlays adhesively engaged therewith, 
or otherwise. However particularly constituted and ap 
plied to- the tape length 10, the opaque‘ areas are uni 
formly spaced apart longitudinally of the tape a distance 
twice ‘that desired for attaching overlie with respect to 
the card or sheet- 13 with which the tab is to be asso@ 
ciated, thus to leave a clear, and preferably transparent, 
area 14‘ of the‘tape in such extent between adjacent mar‘ 
gins of the successive opaque areas 12. In. a simple form‘ 
of the invention adaptable to‘a variety of uses, the opaque 
areas 12‘ are left blank for subsequent. use inthe manner 
hereinafter set forth as plain tabs to be marked with: 
desired indicia. by the user and the‘ tape“ is- rewound to‘ 
roll or coil form. with the worked, non-adhesive surface 
outermost as. a unit supply, in any desired*length,., of un 
marked index tabs. Conditioning‘ the- tabs‘of the inven-r 
iion for use inalphabetical, numerical, or any other sys 
tematic‘ indexing, the. indicia appropriate to the system, 
such as the alphabetical letters 15, or equivalent numerals,‘ 
symbols, or the like, may be applied to or imposed upon 
theopaque areas“ 12‘, in any appropriate or preferred?‘ 
succession, either at the time of’. or subsequent“ tothel‘dea 
velopment of, said areas'upon‘ the; tape,,in<whichz event, asi 
isxclearly‘represented in‘: FIGURES’ 1i, and? 3, thev‘indieiai 
pertinent. to‘ eachtsuchwarea 12- are» symmetrically repre=~ 
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sented thereon in duplicate longitudinally of the tape 
length 10; each representation of the pertinent indicia 15 
occupying but one of the halves of the area [12 lying at 
either side of a line bisecting the area transversely of the, 
tape. . _ 

' F acilitative of separation and use of the index tab suc 
cession constituted as above described, and as represented 
by FIGURE 2, a fold line 16 may be marked or scored 
transversely of the tape length 10 in bisecting relation 
with each of the opaque areas 12 and hence between the 
pair of duplicaterindicia marked upon the area, and each 
clear area 14 between successive opaque areas 12 may be 
bisected by a tear line 17, or line of weakness, scored or 
punched transversely of the tape length, the development 
of such markings, scorings, or lines of weakness, as well 
as the representation of the indicia 15, being functions 
of known and conventional apparatus e?’ective to so op 
erate upon the tape length it} as the latter is unwound 
and passed therethrough. 
The tape length 10 worked as represented in FIGURE 

2‘is rewound to become a unit supply of index tabs avail 
able for storage, sale, and use. Obviously, the unit sup 
ply may be of the type ?rst above described and char 
acterized by blank opaque areas 12 without the transverse 
markings 116 and tear lines 17 , or the supply may be char 
acterized by the blank opaque areas, markings 16 and 
tear lines '17, either or both, or, as in FIGURE 1, the 
indicia may be displayed on the opaque areas 12 and the 
markings and tear lines omitted, one or the other, or both, 
or, as in FIGURE 2, the indicia, markings and tear lines 
may all be present in the same exempli?cation of the im 
provement, any desired‘ combination of the features 
shown and described being within the contemplation of 
the invention. ‘ 
An index tab for individual use being that portion of 

the tape length 10 de?ned between successive tear lines 
17, or between successive transverse median lines of the 
areas 14, the practical use thereof should be readily mani 
fest from the foregoing. A length of the tape being un 
wound to expose the ?rst, or any desired, tab unit, the 
same is separated from- the supply, either by cutting or 
tearing, along the transverse median lines of the areas 14 
typi?ed by the tear lines 17, thus to isolate the single tab 
unit in the form indicated by FIGURE 3. The sol-iso 
lated tab unit is then foided on the marking 16, or the 
transverse median line of the area 12, and interadhered, 
as by ?nger pressure, throughout the registered and su 
perposed halves of its area 12 to provide a tab of double 
thickness characterized by like, opposed, opaque faces 
hearing, or suitable for the application of, indicia, from 
the inner margins of which tab the half portions of the 
areas 14 at each side of the opaque area 12 diverge to 
embrace and adhesively engage the margin of the card 
or sheet 113 to which the tab is to be applied; registration 
of an edge of the area 12 with the sheet or card margin 
and pressure-smoothing of the area '14 ‘halves against the 
faces of the card or sheet 13 received therebetween being 
all that is required to securely attach the isolated tab in 
its position of use. 

' The novel method and technique of index tab produc 
tion peculiar to the invention is readily readable from 
the foregoing and comprises the correlated steps of ap~ 
plying a succession of like, opaque areas to and in a uni 
form longitudinal spacing along the uncoated surface of 
a pressure sensitive tape, either simultaneously or subse 
quently applying duplicated indicia in a symmetrical 
arrangement to each of said opaque area, and either simul 
taneously or subsequently marking the tape with the 
transverse fold and tear lines in the speci?ed relation 
with the opaque and clear areas thereby traversed. Mani 
festly, when the tape utilized is initially in roll or coil 
form, the method includes rewinding of the tape to such 
form after it has been worked as described, but when the 
tape is‘initially in the form of strips provided with a pro; 
tective cover over the adhesive coating, the method is 
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complete when the working of the strips as above set 
forth has been concluded. 

Since changes, variations, and modi?cations in the 
product and in the method hereinabove described may 
be had without departing from the spirit of my invention, 
I wish to be understood as being limited solely by the 
scope of the appended claims, rather than by any details 

_ of the illustrative showing and foregoing description. 
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I claim as my invention: 
1. An index tab selectively coactable with and'in par 

tial projection beyond the margin of a sheet member, 
comprising a ?exible, transparent strip coated on one 
surface with pressure sensitive adhesive, a rectangular, 
opaque area de?ned centrally of the uncoated strip 
surface length, and duplicate indicia de?ned on said areav 
in symmetrical relation with the transverse median line 
thereof, said area being foldable on its transverse median 
line to constitute a pressure-consolidated, bilaminate, 
opaque tab legibly exhibiting said indicia on its opposite 
faces between and projecting from the convergence of. 
transparent strip terminal portions disposed to adhesively 
embrace a sheet margin therebetween. 

2. An index tab selectively coactable with an in partial 
projection beyond the margin of a sheet member, com 
prising a ?exible, transparent strip» coated on one surface 
with pressure sensitive adhesive, a rectangular, opaque 
area de?ned centrally of the uncoated strip surface length, 
a fold line marking transversely tbisecting said area and 
strip, and duplicate indicia de?ned on said area in sym 
metrical relation with said fold line, said area being fold 
able on said line marking to constitute a pressure-con 
solidated, bilaminate, opaque tab legibly exhibiting said, 
indicia on its opposite faces between and projecting from 
the convergence of transparent strip terminal portions 
disposed to adhesively embrace a sheet margin therebe 
tween. 

3. An integrated supply of index tabs individually 
and’ selectively coactable with and in partial projection 
beyond the margin of a sheet member, comprising ‘a flex 
ible, transparent strip length coated on one surface 
with pressure sensitive adhesive, like, rectangular, opaque 
areas de?ned on the uncoated strip surface in a uni~ 
formly-spaced succession longitudinally of 'the strip 
length, and duplicate indicia de?ned on each ‘of said 
areas in symmetrical relation with the transverse median 
line thereof, each of said areas being foldable on its 
transverse median line to constitute a pressure-consoli 
dated, bilaminate, opaque tab legibly exhibiting said in 
dicia on its opposite faces between and projecting from 
the convergence of transparent strip portions disposed 
in conforming relation of their coated surfaces at the 
same side of the tab. 

4. An integrated supply of index tabs individually 
and selectively coactable with and in partial projection 
beyond the margin of a sheet member, comprising a ?ex~ 
ible, transparent strip length coated on one surface with 
pressure sensitive adhesive, like, rectangular opaque 
areas de?ned on the uncoated strip surface in a uni— 
formly-spaced succession longitudinally of the strip 
length, duplicate indicia de?ned on each of said areas in 
symmetrical relation with the transverse median line 
thereof, and a tear line transversely bisecting each strip 
length portion separating adjacent such areas, each said 
area and its associated transparent strip portions between 
adjacent tear lines being successively separable from the 
strip length and foldable on the transverse median‘line 
of the ‘area to constitute a pressure-consolidated, bilami 
nate, opaque tab legibly exhibiting said indicia on its 
opposite faces between and projecting from the converg» 
ence of transparent strip portions disposed in confront 
ing relation of their coated surfaces at the same side of 
the tab for adhesively embracing coaction with a sheet. 
margin. ' , > I 

' (References on following page) 
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